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Sounding Room is a nomadic art installation, a stage, a meeting place.
Locust Projects Miami hosted the first iteration of this long-term project in 2015.
It was spearheaded and co-organized by Felecia Chizuko Carlisle and Valerie George
and conceived as an adaptable platform for experimentation and interdisciplinary
art making where sound, object and gesture form a multi-layered experience. Eight
artists from the east and west coasts were formally invited to join Carlisle and
George to activate the space periodically throughout the course of two months.
Each artist left behind an object or trace of their performance—microphone assemblages, amplified piano strings, suspended drum heads, components for an unbuilt
stage, musical saws and jugs, paintings and ephemera from performances and collaborative processes. The installation was always in flux.

Contributing Artists:
MINDY ABOVITZ, TERRY BERLIER, FELECIA CHIZUKO CARLISLE, LUCIANO CHESSA, CHRISTY
GAST, VALERIE GEORGE, DAREN KENDALL, ELI LEHRHOFF, IAN SZYDLOWSKI, MOLLY ZUCKERMAN-HARTUNG

left: Microphone Assemblage (Valerie George)

Funding and resources were provided by Locust Projects, Foundation for Contemporary Art Emergency Grant, University of West Florida, Stanford University and participating artists.
Additional support for Sounding Room was provided by Cannonball through its WaveMaker Grants program, which is part of the Andy Warhol Foundation’s Regional Regranting Program. WaveMaker Grants is supported by the Andy Warhol Foundation for
the Visual Arts, John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, and the Miami-Dade County
Department of Cultural Affairs.
Special contributions were made by Emerson Dorsch, Nam June Psyche, Archival Feedback, Red’s Miami, Bill Roberts.

Writer & Designer: Felecia Chizuko Carlisle
Installation Photography by Zack Balber with Ginger Photography Inc.
Performance Video and Photography by Marilyn Loddi
Special Assistance by Ezekiel Jahbari Binns & Michelle Rodriguez

right: Novy Graey playing StringPiece (Felecia Chizuko Carlisle)

In 2013, I invited 17 artists to share a Sunday brunch. A long white table was
outfitted with several contact microphones and with each of the four courses, new
objects were placed on the table. Everything was made of resonant glass and metal. As liquids, solids and masses began to accumulate, the guests were invited to
play, to amplify, to create, to explore, to listen, respond, communicate, discover
and to co-exist.
As cold champagne and frozen vodka were generously poured, the giggling, tapping,
moving, shaking, spilling, scratching, singing continued and undulated between
chaotic excitement, and rhythmic meditation. The group took part in the simple
pleasures of warmth and gratitude. To date, I think it was one of the most enlightening “not” art projects I have ever made.
image from sound
brunch

After this experience I began to re-think the function of my studio. I wanted to
know more about what it meant to invite people into the workspace and so intimately into my practice, to become part of it. At the time I was in a long-term communal artist residency and knew that when I left I would need to be prepared for the
solitude. I did not want to go back to a lonely space with no people and no action, and most importantly, no noise.
When I was a child, some distant cousins, aunts and uncles had a gospel troupe and
I remember being so amazed to hear them play. At home, I would listen to my dad
beat a rhythm guitar while he yodeled at the top of his lungs. My mom had a Don Ho
record and we played “tiny bubbles” over and over again. It was how I discovered
“bliss”. I practiced classical piano but only knew how to read music. I learned to
play with my eye and hand and not with my ear. It was because of this, I lost the
ability to improvise which made it much less fun but I never forgot the importance
of having sound instruments around. I knew there was more excitement in musical
spaces. I was energized by sound. I decided that my art studio needed to have instruments in it, and that I needed to learn to listen again.
By the next year I was determined to conquer the piano my own way and as a sculptor and installation artist, the next logical step seemed clear; to stretch piano
strings across the walls and amplify them with contact mics. This was my way of
wrangling the piano into something I could understand. Over time other types of
noise making objects began to appear, from rattlers to drums, to harmonicas, toy
accordians, cymbals, microphones and an electronic keyboard. I borrowed a PA system, amplified everything I could and began to invite people over to drink whiskey
and make noise.

Those “Whiskey and Noise” nights were about total abandon. The studio was in a
commercial district that was empty at night so we could get as loud as we wanted
and not bother anyone. It was important to me that the people I invited were artists because I was particularly interested in their relationships with sound and
music. I was looking to create a free space where there were no expectations. I
wanted to work with artists because they are generally so open.
When it was time to go public with this work, I asked my friend Valerie George to
collaborate with me on a proposal. Through our shared interests and thanks to many
serendipitous encounters, we have worked together and known each other for over
twenty years.
In 2010, Valerie built a recording studio inside her 1983 Mercedes wagon. She
toured the country under the moniker Nam June Psyche recording experimental collaborations with other artists and musicians within the American landscape. She
was able to create 5 volumes for the collection before her mobile art project was
totalled in a traffic accident in 2011.
Sounding Room as a proposal evolved from there to reflect the cross over between
our interests in sound, making community and sculpture while it grew to include
artists from all over the country with a broad range of practices. We asked the
other artists to provide objects that might function to produce sound or to bring
themselves into the work as participants with the promise that we would set up
shop. We felt responsible to create the space and infrastructure for the kind of
dialogue and exercise that we wanted. I think that was the most important part of
our process together. What happened inside of that space would be a total collaboration with the invited artists, the environment and the audience;
ein gesamtkunstwerk.

previous (top): Felice Grodin @ Sound Brunch
previous (bottom): Felice Grodin, Erin Elder, Robert Soldo in the studio
to the right: Valerie George with The Car Kit

To Valerie On Fri, Mar 7, 2014 at 5:06 PM, Felecia Carlisle wrote:
....Do we want our production to be considered noise? sculpture? installation? social practice? what is it exactly and how
does it set itself apart from others like it...? I want this to create its own history and context and network. It has its own lineage and references.. let's discover them together without trying to pack too much into it. it's so rich.
I keep going back to the text from "sound brunch" --- the human performer, the resonant body, the activator, the acoustic
space.. those are the basic elements of music -- what can we do with that? if anything?

above:paintings by Molly Zuckerman-Hartung

FEBRUARY 28, 2015

The Sea Chanty & The Ship

Five Amazonian artists. Five women with varying degrees of familiarity with each
other were placed in a room. It was like a practice room or a recording studio
filled with instruments. The players had one day to write a song and one day to
perform it for an audience.

Like all good feminists, we checked in with each other...mind, body and soul. We
talked about what we were thinking in our work as individuals. We shared what made
us who we were at that moment. We bonded over our own precarity. We discussed the
political and emotional realities of our lives as women. We resembled a 1960’s
“consciousness raising”. We were “telling it like it is”...
One, the drummer, relayed stories about the struggle of fitting in to the male-dominated music industry. There was the painter, concerned with everything socio-political,as well as philosophical and ethical conundrums; a rigorous intellectual,
an independent with a voice. The third was the story teller, an amateur singer/
songwriter, the one who brought the glacier, the reference, the sailor’s song, the
myth in the mythos; And the fourth, the professor, the traveler and most intimately involved with the project… What was happening for her privately was so intense
that it made agony out of staying in the room and that in itself became part of
the content of the work. And then there was me. The idealist, the hopeful one that
thinks maybe art can be or possibly is made communally or from communion or in
communication. While we shared our personal stuff, feelings and time in the space,
we thought about the video document of a melting glacier, drumming and vibrations,
fragments of sailboat parts, the metaphor of cargo, volcanos, moons, and both internal and external landscapes, and amongst all of that a story emerged; a Sea
Chanty.

right: Christy Gast

What should we do with a drunken sailor
What should we do with a drunken sailor
What should we do with a drunken sailor
Early in the morning

Way hay and up she rises
Way hay and up she rises
Way hay and up she rises
Early in the morn’

Way hay and up she rises
Way hay and up she rises
Way hay and up she rises
Early in the morning

Throw him in the brig until he’s sober
Throw him in the brig until he’s sober
Throw him in the brig until he’s sober
Early in the morning

Give him a hair of the dog that bit him
Give him a hair of the dog that bit him
Give him a hair of the dog that bit him
Early in the morning

Way hay and up she rises
Way hay and up she rises
Way hay and up she rises
Early in the morn’

Way hay and up she rises
Way hay and up she rises
Way hay and up she rises
Early in the morn'

That’s what to do with a drunken sailor
That’s what to do with a drunken sailor
That’s what to do with a drunken sailor
Early in the morning

Put him in the scuppers with the hose pipe on him
Put him in the scuppers with the hose pipe on him
Put him in the scuppers with the hose pipe on him
Early in the morning

Way hay and up she rises
Way hay and up she rises
Way hay and up she rises
Early in the morn’

Way hay and up she rises
Way hay and up she rises
Way hay and up she rises
Early in the morn'
Hoist him up to the topsail yardarm
Hoist him up to the topsail yardarm
Hoist him up to the topsail yardarm
Early in the morning

Songwriters: KERN, JEROME / MERCER, JOHN H.

left: Felecia Chizuko Carlisle
right: Mindy Abovitz

The Script
the sound of breath amplified and tuned by volumes of water in ceramic jugs shaped
like cool mountains
the low, bass, screeching of bows against stainless steel piano wire
envisioning seeing perceiving

imagining

the image of a ship as it moves through icy ocean terrain

synchronous melodic harmonious musical playing of the tongue
drum
drumming a tightly wound time signature aware of its
step
sailor sips the whiskey bottom

the muffled and exhausted sound of metal against hardened ice
the dripping of melting
the melting glacier continues sustains pervasive perpetual constant slowly disappearing ice

the glacier drips
the sinking ships
the rhythm slips
the cymbals swell like an ocean wave

the ship can be heard by mermaids as they wail

rolling rolling rolling and slamming against the frozen shore

filtered and distant soft throaty melancholia

the drunk gets drunker and time slips slipping away

the sea chanty – What would you do with a drunken sailor?

as the waves crash and the sailor bangs against tight metallic hallways

mermaids on the rocks
of ice
floating
lost
echoing sounds from different places
like mockingbirds teasing mimicking
spinning in slow drunken circles
a whistle

a caw

a hum

and the sounding of moons

a breath

a whisper

a scream

a chorus

left: Mindy Abovitz
right: Molly Zuckerman-Hartung

Collaborative installation: HandMade jugs (Christy Gast), Wooden Boxes (Terry Berlier/Luciano Chessa), Ian Szydlowski (Video of a Melting Glacier)

Microphone Assemblage (Valerie George)

StringPiece (Felecia Chizuko Carlisle)

Drum Room: Wooden Boxes (Terry Berlier/Luciano Chessa), drums & stage (Felecia Chizuko
Carlisle/Valerie George), paintings (Molly Zuckerman-Hartung)

MARCH 21, 2015 The Thrill
FIRST BAR
[the bartender whispers] get the drunken sailor back home safely [return to land]
before the tides rush in > the storm overhead bursts > the crew carried out to sea
> swallowed into the abyss [home address pinned to lapel] within the darkness life
teems [moment of rally=measure of resistance] beyond the swirling surface of crystalline bubbles a sobering glimpse reveals a futile puddle [leagues of struggle]
hemispheric histories rise from below to perform the objective world [head dissipates] the thrill was here [scrawled on the bathroom wall] still no answers to the
question we all have in our mind [sink or swim] our captain lies with the fishes
[dispersed in the mythic soup] the crew in crisis will set sail nonetheless [it’s
all they know to do] what songs they sing unite them and distract from the horizontal reminder [the earth is flat and round] what refrain is there with no home
[or reception] no treasure [or reward] no escape [or the orient] to point the ship
toward [a maiden’s puzzle] every bar an empty wasteland just another stop along
the stave [placeholder] to rest the body from it’s toil and unfold the mind [with
familiar others] in song + through story [bathing in the absurdity of it all]
written by Daren Kendall
											

above: The Thrill (Al Torres)

left: Felecia Chizuko Carlisle
right: Eli Lehrhoff

left: Daren Kendall
right: Valerie George

On Wed, Mar 4, 2015 at 9:21 AM, Daren Kendall wrote:
Hello Eli,
....It looks like I will probably be signing a contract that holds me liable for any damages or injuries that take place in the
space. In light of this new information, I have proposed ‘we perform with the risk in mind and behave ‘as if ’ [Stanislavski]
the circumstance were dire. Which is to suggest a slow, careful, quiet, and mindful procession throughout each predetermined and subtle articulation of the vehicle. [highly disciplined snail’s pace]’
I really like this idea, namely because this behavior resists expectation/stereotype of the lowrider itself, and the behavior is
now entirely contextual with the constraints we have been given. What does it mean for the lowrider to induce a state of
mindful reflection within the space? Lowriding as meditative practice? Slow grind? I actually think this condition adds an
extremely valuable and critical dimension to the proposal. It resists the idea of exploitation by imposing a kind of restraint
on the spectacle; also sublimating a physical urge. If the bronco cannot buck then how does the latent desire emerge? Are
engendered traits repressed, channelled, or dispersed? Where is ‘The Thrill’? [Name given to the performing vehicle] Does
passion still exist?
....
Looking very forward to seeing you in Miami.
D
“The Spill--He left a mark on the bed and then he was gone.”
Characterizable as uber masculine, the second scene in this durational “play”
looped us back to gender. Whether intentioned or a by-product, it is interesting
to compare the beginning with the middle and see what comes of that. Valerie and I
were very thoughtful about who we placed in the room together, but we had no idea
what the outcome of our matches would be. What we knew is that we were bringing
powerhouses with alot of energy, good artists.
Daren(The Conductor) had some big ideas about what he wanted to contribute. At
first we discussed seven tricked out cars(ie.,Slow Low And Bangin’) doing a choreographed dance in the parking lot. When we realized the logistics of doing so, we
settled with one blue Monte Carlo that had performed in music videos and could do
the most complicated acrobatics. It was called The Thrill, and it belonged to Al
Torres from Red’s Miami, the world’s largest truck and auto customizing center.
Daren wanted to bring a reference to car culture in Miami and it worked as a beautiful sculptural object that made lots of noises as he “conducted” a series of

above: Daren Kendall

movements and performative gestures. The sound of heavy metal friction was pumped
into a laptop located across the abyss of the cavernous center gallery. It was
manipulated from a makeshift stage, controlled by Eli(The Magician), a noise artist from Brooklyn. Valerie spoke Daren’s writings into her microphone sculpture as
I accompanied percussively on StringPiece. The resulting soundscape was LOUD LOUD
LOUD NOXIOUS CACOPHONOUS AGGRESSIVE DANGEROUS INFINITE. It undulated between fast
and slow, multiplied into layers of black ooze, it was never melodic, the opposite
of harmonious. When compared to the previous “scene” filled with angelic vocalizations produced by imaginary mermaids, these qualities circle back to simple comparisons between normative masculine and feminine categorizations, qualifications,
and attributes.
What is our fallback? What is our baseline when it comes to aesthetics and gender? How do we behave when we are unsure of the expectations? What do we produce
under pressure? This project highlighted social dynamics through performative action by setting up the “not-knowing” part of the process in making it. We purposefully gave ourselves a short window to collaborate. The stage was set, but what
happened there demanded on the spot delivery, co-existence in pressurized space.
It was risky. We knew there would be accidents and “oil spills” as a consequence
of this as a social experiment.This scene within the larger context of the exhibition represented quite literally, the climax of the story. It took the sailor to
unknown territory where he blew his wad on decadant fantasies, impossible vibrations, hellish drunkenness, crashes and spills.
At one point during the evening, when the car was standing as tall as it could
inside the “garage/project room” at the peak of its performance, it came crashing
down to the floor. Its hydraulics had failed. It was left limp and leaky.
As a metaphor for transport, muscle, masculinity, a nostalgic device, force and
weight, the car took on the responsibility of maintaining the fictional continuum;
the story that began with the sailor, the mermaids,the glacier,rising moons and
rising sea levels. The heroic exploration of the imaginary world/the future climaxed with a wimper. The sailor was beaten down by the sea and the cold isolation.
The song was replaced with distant moans.

above: The Thrill (Al Torres)

APRIL 18, 2015 Mourning the Glacier

Start in back
“unbuilding”
Take apart the glacier
Move slowly toward front
to black light room
When finished Luciano queue
Saw in back room
Playing saw and moving toward the stairs
Terry brings the last box
Screwing and sawing and screeching
Solo Luciano
Solo ends
Dragging symbols
Sounds of trees drinking water
Blow until the last breath
The door closes behind me

vocalizations

right: Video of a Melting Glacier (Ian Szydlowski)

Collective sighs intensify into cries of sorrow...
Sometimes theatricality is necessary. It is appropriate to use in ritual because
its impact produces cultural memory. Symbolism and referentiality are essential
to the telling of a story, to the making of mythos; and not essential to art, or
sound, or performance.
I think as a collective, we had no idea that a story would be told and no one was
married to any particular outcome. We were “writing” ours live and in technicolor; art mirroring life mirroring art and back again in an infinite loop. Over the
course of a year, all ten of us at different times and levels of engagement considered what we could bring in order to animate the hollow space of the gallery
and to make it come to life. What concerned us and what we most had in common in
terms of content and meaning was revealed through action/acting out our intuition
and responding to what was there being connected in/to that space. With each new
arrangement of objects, bodies, actions and sounds came another part of the story.
During our closing, we still had yet to realize that we were conducting a funeral.
We were laying the glacier to rest. Up until that final moment, we thought we were
participating in an abstraction or a process of making in collaboration, when in
fact we were sharing fate, co-existing in a way that was transcendent.
With objective distance, I can see that this last “scene” was not a theatrical
performance for an audience. It was as if the audience completely disappeared
into the work and became part of the metaphor. It was so personal, so private and
cathartic that we needed to close the door behind us to truly mourn our collective loss and suffering. The audience was somehow complicit, accused, standing by
watching and waiting and witnessing awkwardly, inappropriately.
I remember crying uncontrollably. It was as if the whole world had died and I was
in space floating, completely undone.
I remember not wanting to come out. It was no time for applause. It was somber as
if reality was made of the cold, rusty iron of an abandoned ship.

left: Terry Berlier
right: Luciano Chessa

previous left: Terry Berlier
above: The Mourning Room (Terry Berlier, Luciano Chessa, Felecia Chizuko Carlisle, Valerie George)

previous right: Luciano Chessa
above: Sound Sculpture: jug and tap shoes (Christy Gast), drums & stage (Felecia Chizuko Carlisle,
Valerie George)

12/11/15 at 3:59 AM
Dear Felecia,
I had a little bit of time, at 12:52 AM, to look at the document you sent. And just skimming it through briefly, I am transported again to Miami, in those few amazing days there with you guys, last April.
I felt suddenly very nostalgic: about our work, about our blue house, about the mamey, about the night drive to the beach
and the weird Caribbean restaurant with colorful murals and weird items in the menu, about my sudden real estate envy,
about the cigars I bought, about our stress and conflicts, and above all about how unbelievably emotional that performance
turned out to be as it became clearer and clearer that we were unconsciously orchestrating some kind of ecological funeral.
All I can say is that I will surely need to return visit!
Will put some more thoughts...
Meanwhile I hug you...
Luciano

ABOUT THE ARTISTS
Mindy Abovitz is a drummer and founder/publisher of Tom Tom Magazine, the only magazine
for women drummers. She has produced museum takeover events with female drummers at MoMA/
PS1 and the Brooklyn Museum in New York and Pérez Art Museum Miami.
Terry Berlier is a California-based sculptor whose kinetic, interactive and sound-based
work has been exhibited at the Contemporary Jewish Museum, San Jose Institute of Contemporary Art, and Montalvo Arts Center in California; Babel Gallery in Norway; and FemArt
Mostra D’Art De Dones in Barcelona.
Felecia Chizuko Carlisle is a native Floridian. Her work has been exhibited at Vizcaya Museum and Gardens, Miami Art Museum, USF Contemporary Art Museum and Emerson Dorsch in Miami; Runnels Gallery in New Mexico; and the PudelCollection in Hamburg, Germany. Her work
for this exhibition is supported by a grant from the Foundation for Contemporary Arts.
Luciano Chessa is a composer, performer, and musicologist and has been active in Europe,
the U.S., Australia, and South America. His book Luigi Russolo Futurist: Noise, Visual
Arts, and the Occult is the first monograph ever to be dedicated to Russolo and his Art of
Noise.
Christy Gast is a sculptor and video artist who often incorporates folk songs into her
work. She has recently exhibited at the Kadist Foundation in Paris; and PAMM, the Bass Museum of Art and Gallery Diet in Miami.
Valerie George is a sculptor and musician from Pensacola, FL, where she is faculty at University of West Florida. She has toured the US under the moniker Nam June Psyche, recording visual and aural collaborations with other artists. She works primarily in sculptural
and time-based media to explore sonic performance, concepts of place and non-place, the
archival document and the art object.
Eli Lehrhoff is a Brooklyn-based visual artist who makes music with Dubknowdub and Hair
Jail. For his yearly marathon improvisation festival Smhoakstock, he performs with seventy
collaborators over twenty-four hours.
Daren Kendall creates large-scale sculptures that can function as instruments or sites
for performance. His work has been reviewed by Flash Art, New York Arts, and The New York
Times.
Ian Szydlowski is a Chilean printmaker and sound artist who works in Brooklyn.

left to right:
Felecia Chizuko Carlisle, Terry Berlier, Luciano Chessa, Valerie George

Molly Zuckerman-Hartung, known for her paintings, came of age in Olympia, Washington’s
indie punk scene. Her work has been exhibited around internationally, and was included in
the 2014 Whitney Biennial.

Recordings from Sounding Room @ Locust Projects exist as Volume 6 of
Nam June Psyche’s The Album Archive.
NJP provides free public access to
experimental recordings of contemporary DIY musicians, artists and performers from around the US.Download
for free at www.namjunepsyche.com

Special thanks to Emile Milgrim and T.
Wheeler Castillo of Archival Feedback
for their guest performance at Sounding
Room, their continued moral support and
especially for their current project to
archive sound works that respond to the
natural landscape of South Florida.
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